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ABSTRACT 

In this research, researcher will research how to reconstruct the bridge between 

portrait painting and color expression that applies different techniques. This research 

begins to organize a large number ofresearch and analysis. Researcher which is I, 

after a lot of researches on three artists' painting techniques of color composition 

skills, in-depth analysis of the relationship between color and light, and why different 

times- result in different colors, what methods such patterns use and what kinds of 

emotion produced by different techniques. Here I will use the artists' perception and 

understanding of painting portraits to demonstrate research results. At the same time I 

will present similarities and differences by comparing the features of the three 

painters' painting techniques in grid arrangements. In the beginning of this research, it 

was done through literature reviews in order to reveal the issues, techniques and 

problems of visual art generally. Subsequently, this research discusses the techniques 

of oil painting. In this method, it will be divided into books, internet references, 

observation and experiment 
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CHAPTER 1 

RESEARCH SUBJECT 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

In this research, researcher will research how to reconstruct the bridge between portrait 

painting and color expression that applies different techniques. In this research, the reference artists 

include Zhaoming Wu, Everett Raymond Kinstler and Guo Beiping. 

In further research, researcher will use method of experiment, analysis and observation. 

Researcher will take some artists' artworks to do research and comparative analysis. In this process, 

researcher found out that there are many oil painting techniques which can create various color in 

artworks to be delivered to audiences. 

The reference artists that researcher has chosen include Zhaoming Wu, Everett Raymond 

Kinstler, Guo Beiping, who have very deep insights for the expression of color. Researcher will 

imitate their painting techniques to increase the color expressions of oil painting. 

In the end of the research, researcher will combine suitable techniques from the reference 

artists to produce artworks that include color expressions. 

1.1 Background 

Usually people use the objective existence of their surroundings, often is not so easy to 

attract the attention of the language, and rich subtle change in works of art, vivid and real light and 
l 



shadow can immediately aroused people's attention, and even emotional fluctuations, so as to arouse 

people's thinking and exploration to language. Oil painting after one hundred years of development, 

has become a type in the world today is very important. Oil painting have a strong expression and 

artistic effect, rich color change, transparent thick level contrast, boundless change brush strokes and 

the durability of solid. To summarize its technique characteristics and mining is the inevitable 

requirement of further development and prosperity of painting art 

Painting now almost become about emotion, using the digital photography to present easily 

and everyone can simply press a button to see it. Emotion can be expressed by using subject matter, 

medium and technique. In painting, especially in oil painting, it is a very complex and demanding 

technique, medium and the ability to control the technique to success the expression. 

1.1.1 Portrait painting 

Portrait painting is a painting of genre, where the purpose is to describe a human subject. 

The tenninology 'portrait painting' can also depict the real painted portrait. Historically, portrait 

paintings have mostly memorialized the powerful and rich. Over time, however, today, portrait 

paintings are still commissioned by corporations, clubs, individuals, groups, and governments. 

1.1.2 Color temperature 

"Blue mountains are distant from us, and so cool colors seem to recede" = (J.W. von Goethe, 
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1786). 

The incipient artistic applications warm and cool emerge in the molding of light in Baroque 

landscape painting. The notion of a warm or cool colour contrast appears to have entered the artistic 

glossary during the eighteenth century. Warm and cold were to describe a variety of animal and 

physical qualities through the 18 century. Warm represented animation, exertion, ardent feeling or a 

complexion glowing with fever; cold express a lack of sociability, zeal, life vitality or force. There 

was a metaphorical "warmth" from which the artistic usage grew. 

1.1.3 Composition 

"And after drawing comes composition. A well-composed painting is half done" - (Pierre 

Bonnard, 1900) 

Composition is the placement or layout of ingredients or visual elements in a work of art, as 

distinct from the subject of a work, without it, paintings visually fall apart. Detailed count of the 

composition before putting paint to surface will make your session more interesting, and conduce to 

the success of your painting. 

1. 1 .4 Techniques 

Direct oil painting is a style prevalent since the late 19th century in which the paint is 

applied opaquely to totally covering the earth. Painting commonly proceeds by stages, permit drying 
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between stages, but may be finished in the one session given the right techniques and scene. Whi te is 

used throughout, plus thin washes in the reduce stages, but glazing is absent. The objective is a 

coherent and integrated statement, with all aspects closely worked in. 

The great difficulty and challenges of pure direct painting is that the painter must be able to 

deal with all the problems of the picture at the same moment. For example if the art ist is pain ting a 

head, when the chin is being painted, each stroke of color must be put on the canvas so that it states 

simultaneously the location, size, and shape of the chin ; the modeling or volume of the chin; the 

color of the chin under the given circumstance oflight; and the way the color uni tes with all the other 

colors surrounding it in the picture. 

Be confident. Start with your biggest brush and finish with your smallest, and don't skimp 

on paint - load your brush with copious amounts of color. Use confident strokes. The whole point of 

very stroke counts. 

Don't overwork an area. If you make a mistake, simply scrap the painting back to the canvas 

and start again. This will help you preserve the fresh, economical finish of true work. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 

The relationship different techniques in oil painting and emotion produced. 

Nineteenth-century technical literature on oil painting materials and practices shows that the search 

for and collection of the "facts" was underway in earnest at that time. By the end of the century, 

however, we find the optimism somewhat chastened: all the new chemical knowledge, all the new 

facts, still could not provide oil painters with any guarantees, once and for all, for the durability of 

their work. Nowadays, most of the painters always paint photos like paintings. Most of them use the 

glazing techniques in performing their artwork. On top of that, they did not try to explore some new 

techniques of paintings (Tony Smibert, 2014). Due to paintings have existed many decades ago, so 

the artists cannot make any changes on the paintings. They only try to explore paint on different 

mediums. Therefore the paintings cannot build more attraction to the audience (Bernaber, 2013). 

The researcher found that the bridge between oil painting and emotion expression, should be 

a different techniques. Researcher will take some artist artwork to do research and comparative. In 

this process, researcher found out that there have many oil painting techniques can create the 

different emotions artwork deliver to the audiences. 
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1.3 Objective of the Research 

1. To identify the colors of portrait painting based on selected painters. 

11. To analyze the relationship between oil painting techniques and colors that has been visualized. 

m. To apply composition and coloring skills in enhancing people's proportion in personal artworks. 

1.4 Research Questions 

1. How to identify the colors of portrait painting? 

2. How to analyze the techniques of direct painting and brush strokes to portray characters? 

3. How to enhance the colors and people's proportion through composition skills in personal 

artworks? 
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CHAPTER2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

This literature review explores the three dominant themes of the research questions: 

thoughts about painting and color usage, oil painting techniques affect emotions to the audience and 

direct painting techniques. The main research object is about influential emotion artists. These artists 

include Zhaoming Wu, Everett Raymond Kinstler, and Guo Beiping,they had very deep insights for 

the expression of emotion. 

2.1 Color 

According to Ben Lustenhouwer (1990), Background and foreground should have 

temperature interchange, with warms behind cools and vice versa all colors are cooled by adding 

warmed and white when painted transparently over a lightness ground, on the other hand the range of 

apparently warm colours is larger than the range of cools. 

Nevertheless, painting warm or cool which depends primarily on whether the painting style 

is landscape or not, and representational or not. Each situation should use warm or cool color 

contrasts in a different way. 
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In choosing the background color for a common background, or even one with certain 

background elements, deciding whether to go with colors that are similar, or colors that are reversed 

on the color wheels can make big comparisons in the entire mood of your portrait. Flesh tones, and 

many hair colors are on the warm side of the color wheel (yellow or orange or red), so similar colors 

would include similar warm colors. The corresponding (or near corresponding colors) would be the . 
cool colors (green or blue or violet) (example painting of Zhaoming Wu (2008) is below: 

2.1.1 Figure 

Light (Wann) 
Warm color-30% is enough 
Warm color-focus point 

Shadow (Cool) 
Cool shadow to blend with 
the background 

"Rob with Red Scarf", 16" x 12" 1995 

This artists use warm and cool colors to convey different feelings. Warm colors are supposed to 

make you feel warm, happy, cheerful and excited. Cool colors are supposed to make your feel calm, 

relaxed and even somber. 

Zhaoming Wu is a master of color painting. Grays bind together the bright, intense color 
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notes. A large area of neutral gray or a neutralized color as a background can unify clashing contrasts 

of color. Wu's production is split between sensual figure paintings and Romantic-inspired landscapes. 

The artist credits a combination of 19th-century French, Spanish, Italian, and Russian influences in 

the development of his individual style. Though, it is the preeminence of color the color hannonies 

are essential to the sentiment communicated in these works. Wu believes that every color holds a 
.. 

specific meaning, and in his paintings, colors serve as vehicles to convey the artist's emotion. They 

allow the artist freedom and creativity that transcend observed reality. 

Avoid using pure black or pure white in painting. A better way of getting black is by mixing 

green and alizarin crimson. This will either give you a rich cool black or a rich warm that has much 

more depth than a flat black would (According to Diego Velazquez (1650) 
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2.2 Composition 

According to Everett Raymond Kin stler (1960) He stressed that an art ist should not become 

overly reliant on photographs; rather, he should attempt to achieve simplicity in painting. 

According to L. Diane Johnson (1996), you should have a focal point or strong center of 

interest. Use the other features in your painting, flowers, sky, and trees, to keep and lead the viewer 

coming back to the focal point. Suggestions would be to place the chin no lower than the center of 

the canvas. On the other hand doing this will also create a sense of depth and space in your painting. 

For portraits with a slight head turn only, the inside corner of the closer eye would be placed in the 

center of the paper. 

Everett Raymond Kinstler is successful as a portrait artist. He has painted a few U.S. 

Presidents, cabinet officers, captains of industry, scholars, and American icons than any other painter. 

His renderings of Presidents Gerald Ford and Ronald Reagan are their official White House portraits. 

Researcher will imitate his painting composition techniques to increase the emotional expression of 

oil painting. 
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2.2.1 Figure 

The chin is no lower 
than the center of the 
canvas. 

John Hickenlooper 24" x 30" 2000 

2.2.2 Figure 

For portraits with a slight 
head tum only, the inside 
comer of the closer eye 
would be placed in the 
center of the paper. 

Self portrait 25" x 30" 1993 
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On the portrait of "eye line" is at the ½ height measurement. Finding the "eye line" will be 

one of the first things because we need try to establish when we measure. Measurement "A" - The 

length of the forehead (hairline to eyebrows), eyebrows to bottom of nose, and nose to bottom of 

chin are important measurements and are approximately equal. This is supported by Michelangelo 

(1504) 

2.3 Techniques 

According to Norman Rockwell (1946) thickly applied paint will hold its shape, so it is 

important to pay attention to the direction, width, and length of the marks you are making. At the end 

of every stroke, look to see if any underlying color has been picked up by the brush; if so, wipe the 

brush free of the unwanted color, recharge the brush with the new color, and then make the next 

stroke. This is supported by Aaron Robinson (1869) 

Guo Beiping is contemporary Chinese oil painting home deep inner essence of western oil 

painting artists. His oil painting art is realistic, but also has depth of abstract expressive; both rooted 

in realism and idealism feelings with deep human nature. His painting is characterized by bold, 

expressive brushwork and a painterly. As an important performance of oil painting language, the 

strokes that have been used in the painting play an important role in express the meaning of art. This 

phenomenon shows that oil painting strokes actually can be concluded that they are the essences of 

painting. No matter how many years passed by, from the history of the oil painting history, 

researcher found out that strokes actually also represent the beauty of the painting. From the single 
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stroke to the compound, it is not only representative but it also represent the mind or emotion of the 

artist. As conclusion, the strokes of the oil painting actually also provoke the emotion of the artist. 

According to Norman Rockwell (1946), to work wet-on-wet without blending the lower 

color into the new color being applied, use a soft brush and apply paint with a light touch. If you 

don't accomplish in creating the appearance of brushstrokes that you want, use your putty knife to 

scrape the color off and try again. On the other hand The Direct way of painting be different from 

both the Venetian method and Flemish in that it requires no under painting and beforehand drawing, 

and is ideally have completed in one sitting with one layer of paint. 

2.3.1 Figure 

Light reflection 
is not only off of 
the paints 

Smaller 
strokes 
represent 
closer in 
foreground 

brush 
will 

objects 
the 

Guo Beiping 26" x 26" 2005 

Generally the body and highlights of the painting are done in opaque paint layers, the light 

reflection is not only off of the paints; but also highly effect by the texture of the brushstrokes. Note 
13 


